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Abstract: The methods of expressing deixis are changing considerably in all the
world’s languages. Demonstratives in particular are amongst the elements that are
changing most, and they are giving rise everywhere to a large number of grammatical
categories (Diessel 1999). But these changes are also affecting other parts of the deictic
system.

In the course of their long history, deictics in French have undergone all types of
changes (phonetic, prosodic, morphological, syntactic and semantic). Certain
changes are not specifically related to deixis, even if they give rise to modifications
that leave a lasting impact on it (for example, the cliticization of 1st and 2nd person
pronouns). Other changes are more limited to the deictic domain, and only affect a
small part of this system (particularly by the addition or disappearance of new forms
or new paradigms). Still other changes, finally, affect the very foundations of deixis.
This is the case of demonstratives in French, which have undergone mutations so far-
reaching that their system, initially based on semantic oppositions centering on the
person of the speaker, is gradually being supplanted by a system that is hierarchized
by functional oppositions, as their semantic value and their deictic component are
weakened in successive stages.

Our presentation will be based on the major divisions we have just outlined. We
will begin by describing a series of changes of the first two types, and then in the
second part we will retrace the various phases of the evolution of demonstratives.

Keywords: Romance Languages, French, pragmatics, deixis, grammar, demonstra-
tive, diachrony, language change, semantic change

0 Preliminary remarks

In the course of their long history, deictics in French have undergone all types of
changes (phonetic, prosodic, morphological, syntactic and semantic) affecting the
linguistic system in various ways. Some of these changes are not specifically related
to deixis, even if they give rise to modifications that leave a lasting impact on it (for
example, the cliticization of 1st and 2nd person pronouns). Other changes affect one
area of the deictic system (for instance, the loss of some deictic adverbs and their
replacement by other forms, or the development of new verbal tenses). Still other
changes, finally, affect the very foundations of deixis.

This is the case of demonstratives in French, which have undergone mutations so
far-reaching that their system, initially based on semantic oppositions centering on



the person of the speaker, is gradually being supplanted by a system that is hierarch-
ized by functional oppositions, as their semantic value and their deictic component
are weakened in successive stages. We list and describe some of these major changes
in the history of French, from the early beginning (8th century) to the contemporary
time. In what follows, we will list and describe some of these changes.

1 The deictic system in French: some limited changes

The phenomena we are dealing with here affect the various aspects of deixis (perso-
nal, temporal, spatial and social), but to a limited extent. The list of changes pre-
sented is non-exhaustive.

1.1 Morpho-syntactic changes

One of the fields in which French has changed most is sentence organization.
Many factors (phonetic, morphological, syntactic and cognitive) contributed to a

series of related changes that occurred between the 12th century and classical French
in the 17th century: loss of the bi-casual declension, the expression of the subject
(which became compulsory), and the rigidification of word order (SVO) in declara-
tives. Personal pronouns – such as first and second person deictic pronouns, and
third person anaphoric pronouns –were affected by these successive changes.

In addition to these very general changes, there was a major stress change, as the
stress on the word was supplanted – between the 12th and 15th centuries – by the
stress on the group or NP (Marchello-Nizia 1995, 183–189). Upon completion of these
numerous changes, deictic subject pronouns (je/tu/nous/vous) became clitic, compul-
sory and joined to the verb, which they immediately preceded. They fulfilled a role of
affixes to the person. Clitic deictic objects, which were clitic from the earliest forms of
French, have undergone only minimal changes (mainly changes in position: Charles
te veut voir > Charles veut te voir, je le te donne > je te le donne) [‘Charles wants to see
you, I give it to you’]. The tonic forms also remain relatively stable, although they
disappear in certain constructions (moi est avis que is supplanted by à mon avis [‘in
my opinion’], pour lui combattre becomes pour le combattre [‘to fight him’]). The most
notable innovation is the doubling of pronouns in the form moi je in Middle French
(Zink 1997).

This series of morpho-syntactic changes is accompanied, in some cases, by
morphological mutations that are internal to grammatical paradigms. The personal
pronoun paradigm, for example, gradually incorporates the pronoun on.

Stemming from the noun om/hom (homo in Latin) and used from the period of the
Oaths of Strasbourg (842), on is primarily an indefinite, but can replace the deictic
pronouns je and nous (and the anaphoric pronoun il) from the 13th century onwards.
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Its widespread use instead of nous in oral French seems, however, to be relatively
recent (cf. Bollack writing in 1903; Marchello-Nizia 2008).

Other paradigms incorporate new elements to replace older forms: in the tempor-
al field, for example, the deictics or/ore(s) and hui are gradually replaced by main-
tenant [‘now’] and aujourd’hui [‘today’] (two cases of grammaticalization). Other
changes lead to the creation of complete paradigms to supplement part of the system.
Once again in the temporal field, verbal periphrases constructed with the movement
verbs aller [‘to go’] and venir [‘to come’] give rise to analytical forms of the future (je
vais chanter) [‘I am going to sing’] and the past (je viens de rentrer) [‘I have just
returned’]).1 Initially used in their full meaning, the two movement verbs (which are
also deictic) were used over a long period in ambiguous contexts (aller, for example,
could retain its original meaning until the 17th century) before becoming grammatica-
lized as full-fledged temporal auxiliaries. The new constructions then enriched the
system of verb tenses in French.

Some changes however lead to the disappearance of one or more elements, which
drop out of a paradigm and are lost without trace. This is what happened to the spatial
adverbs illuec [‘in that place’], ça2 [‘here’, implying a movement towards the speaker],
ceans [‘in this location where we are’] and leans [‘in that location’], all four of which
were used frequently in French up to the end of the Middle Ages. We will look again at
adverbs of place and their evolution in French in section 2, when we consider the
reorganization of the system of demonstratives.

1.2 Socio-cultural and pragmatic changes

It is in the field of what may be called “social deixis” that socio-cultural changes
produce the most visible changes (Fillmore 1997, 106–125). The system of alternation
between the deictic pronouns tu and vous (the polite form of “you”) is affected by
these changes. After first appearing in Late Latin, the polite form gradually gained
ground in French, although over a long period, the rules of use remained different
from the norms of today: in the Chanson de Roland, two close friends address each
other as vous (Roland and Olivier) and the traitor Ganelon addresses his sword as
vous; in other Medieval texts, the two pronouns can be used to address God and the
Virgin, and it is only at the end of the Middle Ages that vous is necessarily used in this

1 In the 16th and 17th centuries, verbal periphrases with temporal and aspectual value are quite
numerous and varied. The constructions “venir + infinitive” and “être pour” may also indicate the
future, for example.
2 The adverb ça has not totally disappeared inmodern French, but is hardly used, other than in the set
expression ça et là. It seems unlikely that it is connected with the neutral demonstrative pronoun ça/
cela (Foulet 1954).
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context (Coffen 2002). But what is most surprising for the modern reader are the cases
in which there is an alternation of the two pronouns within the same utterance:

(1) “Or me dictes en quel paÿs / se tient il […] / Dis nous en yci en ceste heure/ Affin que nous
sachons qu’il est […]” (Mystère de saint Sébastien, vv. 4128–4132).
‘Tell us in which country he is […]. Speak to us here and now so that we may know who he is
[…]’

Various hypotheses have been advanced to explain these alternations. Switching from
one pronoun to the other may be linked to the expression of strong emotion or to a
reinforcement of the perlocutionary value of the utterance. While rules on the use of
pronouns are clearly linked to social and cultural structures and their gradual trans-
formation, it also seems reasonable to suppose that proficiency in applying the rules
varies between different social strata. It has for example been suggested that in the
Middle Ages, most non-literate people were only familiar with the tu form, and the
transition to the modern era led to the complete dissemination of the polite form, thus
putting an end at least partly to the previous ambiguity.

Other changes may be seen in relation to an evolution in the pragmatic conditions
in which utterances are made. It has thus been noted that the earliest French texts use
temporal deictics as markers to establish the structure of discourse (particularly in the
case of the adverb or/ore(s) [‘now’], Guillot 2009).

These elements are gradually replaced as markers of internal divisions in a text by
spatial deictic expressions (ici, en ce chapitre, [‘here, in this chapter’] etc., Perret
1988). This evolution is closely linked to modifications in page layout and to tangible
and graphic changes in medieval manuscripts and, later in the first printed docu-
ments.

2 The demonstrative system in French: a complete
reorganization

The changes that affect the demonstrative system in French are considerably more far-
reaching. Firstly, forms that were primitively poly-functional become specialized,
some as pronouns (celui, celle(s), ceux), [‘the one, the one, the ones’] and others as
determiners (ce(t), cette, ces) [‘this, this, these’]. Secondly, the semantic oppositions
onwhich the structure was initially based aremodified, and gradually becomeweaker.
Once this dual reorganization has taken place, the demonstrative system is no longer
based on semantic oppositions, but on distinct morpho-syntactic categories.

These two changes took place mainly during the Middle Ages, and roughly
simultaneously, making it difficult to determine whether one triggered the other. The
morphological change is now well known, but the semantic change is still controver-
sial, and in a way is related to the very foundations of deixis.
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2.1 Demonstratives in Old French (9th–13th centuries)

Originally, demonstratives in French were divided up on the basis of two paradigms
stemming from the two Latin series iste and ille (cf. Table 1): cist (<*ecce iste), cil
(<*ecce ille).3 A major change occurred between Late Latin and the period during
which the vernacular language was put into written form, as from the earliest texts in
French, the three-term system of Latin (hic/iste/ille) is supplanted by a two-term
system. It is not clear why this change occurred in French, distinguishing it from the
outset from other Romance Languages which are geographically close (↗24 Language
Change and Language Contact). It could be a matter of Germanic influence (Wartburg
1934) or divergent change in the northern and southern zones of Romania (Iliescu
2007).4 What does not change, however, is the poly-functional nature of the Latin
forms, which continues to exist in French: Cil viendra / Cil chevaliers viendra, Cist vient
/ Cist chevaliers vient.

Table 1: Pronouns and determiners in Old French (11th–12th centuries)

CIST CIL

Masc. sg.

Masc. pl.

CS
CR1
CR2

CS
CR

(i)cist
(i)cest
(i)cestui

(i)cist
(i)cez

(i)cil
(i)cel
(i)celui

(i)cil
(i)cels/ceus

Fem. Sg.

Fem. Pl.

CS
CR1
CR2

CS
CR

(i)ceste
(i)ceste
(i)cesti

(i)cestes, cez
(i)cestes, (i)cez

(i)cele
(i)cele
(i)celi

(i)celes
(i)celes

As Table 1 shows, Old French had oblique forms that could be simple, cel, or long,
celui. These two forms date back respectively to the Latin accusative forms ecce-illum,
ecce-illam…, or partially reconstructed dative (in masc. celui < *ecce-illui, in fem. celi
< *ecce-illaei – reconstructed form). The short and long oblique forms seem to be
variants, as they appear in the same contexts, performing the same functions.5

In these paradigms, it seems that all the simple forms could either be stressed or
not, whereas the long or very long forms, prefixed with i- (icel) or ending with ‑ui ou ‑i

3 Reinforcement with the deictic particle ecce.
4 Romanian, French and Occitan have two-term systems, unlike other Romance Languages (↗1 Roma-
nian;↗6 French).
5 Some grammars argue that cel is a direct object, and celui a genitive, but this is incorrect.
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(celui), or both (icellui), are always stressed. The loss of the stress in certain forms
probably marked a step forward in the crystallization of a cogent noun group.

The neutral form, ce/c’/ice, stems from the Latin form hoc, and is different from
all the others.6 Limited from the outset to pronominal uses, it can always bear the
tonic stress and is used as a discursive anaphoric or deictic (in which case it refers to
the segment of discourse which precedes or follows it):

(2) “Il voz het moult, ce saichiéz voz de fi” (Ami et Amile 447).
‘He hates you, know it well’

This system, which was dominant up to the end of the 12th century, underwent a very
substantial categorical change in the early 13th century, as it was at that time that the
first differentiation appeared between pronominal and adnominal elements via the
appearance of new forms (ces/ce) that were specialized determiners (Marchello-Nizia
1995).

2.1.1 Semantics of demonstratives in Old French: diverging hypotheses

The nature of the semantic opposition between cil and cist has long been uncertain.
Initially thought to be related to purely spatial values (proximal cist vs distal cil,
Price 1968; 1969; Dees 1971; McCool 1981), or to the utterance situation (cist used in
direct speech vs cil used in other cases, Guiraud 1967), the semantic value of Medieval
forms each time led to readjustments, as none of the explanations proposed covered
all the uses of the two series.

In the 1980ies, G. Kleiber (1987; 1991b) enabled crucial advances to be made by
focusing on the idea of dissymmetry between the two paradigms (cist is the marked
series, cil is the unmarked series, McCool 1981; ↗20 Referentiality), and by specifying
their indexical meaning. Taking his inspiration from the work of Reichenbach (1947),
Kleiber stresses the token-reflexive value of the demonstrative in French. The two
medieval paradigms give no indication about the spatial position of the referent in
relation to the speaker, but they carry information about the indexical ground (Hanks
1992) which enables the selection of the referent. Kleiber made a novel contribution in
that he defined the context in relation to the occurrence of the demonstrative itself,
and not in relation to the speaker or the persons in the utterance. The difference
between the two Medieval series, in Kleiber’s view, is related to the way in which the
context is demarcated: cist indicates that the referent is identifiable from the immedi-
ate (or close) context of its own occurrence, while cil, on the contrary, indicates that

6 This form does not correspond to either of the two paradigms presented in Table 1, and continues to
exist throughout the Middle Ages right down to the present day in the form c’. In contemporary French
it belongs to the same paradigm as ceci, cela and ça.
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the referent must be sought in a more distant context (for example, cil refers to shared
information that is in the long-term memory of the speakers). The proximal/distal trait
thus does not concern the distance of the referent in relation to the speaker, but the
degree of proximity or accessibility of the information that enables it to be attained
(↗20 Referentiality).

For all its persuasiveness, there are two major difficulties with Kleiber’s analysis.
Firstly, it does not provide any clear indication about how the transition takes place
from Latin semantic values to French values. In particular, it does not explain how
Latin demonstratives came to lose their personal value in French.

Secondly, it is contradicted by many counter-examples in texts: some anaphoric
uses of cist seem to be incompatible with Kleiber’s thesis, and above all, cil is very
frequently used in utterances in which cist would have been expected. This is the case
of the famous lines from the Chanson de Roland, in which Charlemagne asks the
bishop Turpin to go and sit on a white carpet. One would normally expect cest palie,
as the carpet is immediately identifiable because it is present in the situation, but the
text states cel palie:

(3) “Alez sedeir desur cel palie blanc!” (Chanson de Roland 272).
‘Go and sit on this white carpet!’

For these unexpected uses of cil, Kleiber suggested the following explanation: cist and
cil are in an asymmetrical situation, cist is the marked form, the most specified form,
and cil the unmarked form (↗20 Referentiality). As a result, cil can occupy, in addition
to its own uses, the uses that are reserved for the marked form cist.

However, as indicated above, there are uses of cist that are difficult to explain in
terms of the immediate context of occurrence. Furthermore, it has also been noted
that cil cannot replace cist in all contexts: there are very specific cases in which cist is
always used, and cil is never used. Other research on deixis in various world
languages (particularly Hanks 1992; Laury 1997; Enfield 2003) have shown, moreover,
that other non-spatial traits can play a part in the semantic definition of demonstra-
tives, and have enabled the construction of another interpretation.

2.1.2 Thesis of the personal sphere of the speaker

Developed for the French language by Marchello-Nizia (2003; 2005), the theory of the
personal sphere of the speaker places the speaker at the center of the Medieval
demonstrative system. The semantic value of the two series cist and cil is considered to
be subjective and based on the speaker’s own judgment. It is on the basis of the
intended communicative scope of his utterance that the speaker makes the choice: by
using one of the forms of cist, the speaker indicates to the addressee that he is including
the referent in his personal sphere, and by choosing one of the forms of cil, the speaker
is indicating that he is rejecting the referent, and placing it outside his sphere.
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The personal sphere of the speaker cannot be demarcated by spatial indications.
It is a more abstract concept, which includes everything that the speaker presents as
concerning him or being linked to him, and which he builds dynamically in his own
discourse. Generally speaking, it includes the parts of his body, the objects that
belong to him, the members of his family and entourage, and those he loves. A
distinction can thus be drawn between utterances (4) and (5):

(4) “Biax amis, fet Perceval, je te pri […] que tu cel cheval me prestes tant que je aie ateint un
chevalier qui ci s’en vet” (Queste del saint Graal, p. 88).
‘Dear friend, said Perceval, I ask you to lend me this(/your) horse until I catch a knight who
has just fled’

(5) “Deus, dist Guillelmes, com vos dei graciier /De cest cheval que j’ai ci guaaignié!” (Cour-
onnement de Louis, v. 1147).
‘God, says Guillaume, howmuch gratitude I owe you for this horse that I have won!’

In the former case, Perceval asks his addressee to lend him his horse, and in the latter,
the horse belongs to the speaker.

In some cases, the opposition between cist and cil enables a distinction to be
drawn between two people, only one of whom is loved by the speaker. In the Roman
d’Eneas for example, Didon explains to her sister Anna that she loves Eneas, but that
she cannot take him as her lover because she has promised to remain faithful to her
dead husband. Just after referring to the two men in turn, when she draws a distinc-
tion between them in the same sentence, her late husband Sychée is referred to as
celui and Eneas as cestui:

(6) “Se por ce non qu’a mon espos / pramis m’amor a mon vivant,/ De lui feïsse mon amant; /
mais quant je l’ai celui donee,/ ja par cestui n’ iert violee” (Eneas 1307–1308).
‘Had I not promised my love to my spouse for my whole life, I would have made him my
lover; but now that I have given it [my love] to that one, this love will never be violated by
this one’

In still other cases, enemies are referred to using cist once they have been vanquished.
The personal sphere is broadly defined, and includes everything with which the
speaker claims to have a personal link, and over which he has a certain dominion. The
sphere may include enemies once they have been dominated.

The theory of the personal sphere of the speaker has twomain advantages. Firstly,
it fits better than all other theories with earlier periods. Current research into Latin
shows that the concept of the personal sphere of the speaker, supplemented by the
concept of the personal sphere of the addressee, enables a satisfactory description of
the way the three series hic, iste and ille function in Classical Latin (Fruyt 2010). Other
research is attempting to apply the same concepts to Late Latin (Guillot/Carlier forth-
coming) and to reconstitute the intermediate phase of the evolution.

Secondly, the personal sphere of the speaker thesis fits better with the diverse
uses of cist and cil in Old French. In particular, it enables a better understanding of
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why cist is the only paradigm that can be used with the first person possessive (ex. 7)
and that can be used for the self-designation of the speaker (ex. 8):

(7) “Si saluarai eo cist meon fradre Karlo” (Serments de Strasbourg).
‘I will protect my brother Charles.’

(8) “Sainte Marie, genitrix,/ mere Deu, dame, Isembart dist,/ depreez en vostre beau fiz,/ qu’il
eit merci de cest chaitif!” (Gormont et Isembart, vv. 651–654).
‘Holy Mary, genitrix and mother of God, noble lady, says Isembart, pray to your dear son
that he should pity the wretch that I am!’

It also provides a very good explanation of the corresponding difference between cist
and cil, depending on whether the reference is made at the moment or place of
utterance (with cist, in 9) or at places and moments in the narrative (with cil, in 10):

(9) “A çó respundi Saül: ‘A cest jur de úí nen iert nuls ocis’” (Quatre Livres des Rois 1, p. 19).
‘‘Saul answered thereto: ‘Today, no-one will be killed’.’

(10) “et li compaignon de la table reonde s’asieent chascun en son haut dou leu. Celui jor
servirent laienz .iiii. roi tuit coronné” (Queste, col. 161b).
‘and the companions of the Round Table sit down, each in his place. On that day, it is four
kings, all crowned, who served at table.’

In the same way, it enables us to understand why cist is preferred in deixis, and cil in
anaphora. In the former case, the referential identification is based on the utterance
situation, and the speaker tends to connect everything in the situation to himself,
using cist. In the latter case, the cil series enables him to present the referent as being
totally disconnected from the person of the speaker and from the situation he is in at
the moment of utterance.

2.1.3 Personal sphere of the speaker and verbal interaction

What is new in this theory above all is that it proposes a non-spatial interpretation of
the demonstrative. It thus opens the door to a more pragmatic perspective by suggest-
ing that the use of deictics is conditioned by communicative and interactional strate-
gies, and by a positioning interplay that is constructed in discourse (Guillot 2012;
↗27 Social Interaction;↗30 Discourse Deixis;↗0 Introduction).

The choice of a particular form can thus also be a way for the speaker to express
hostility towards the addressee. The utterance (3) quoted above is a good illustration
of this point:

(11) “Alez sedeir desur cel palie blanc!” (Chanson de Roland 272).
‘Go and sit on this white carpet!’
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The use of cel palie blanc denotes the anger of Charlemagne towards the archbishop
Turpin who has volunteered to go as an ambassador to meet the enemy. By placing
the carpet outside his sphere, the emperor is snubbing his addressee.

With a discourse deictic demonstrative which refers to the content of a segment in
the direct discourse that precedes it, the alternation of cist and cilmakes it possible to
indicate, in the earliest texts, the identity of the speaker:

(12) “‘Quant tu es mor, dulur est que jo vif’. / A icest mot se pasmet li marchis” (Chanson de
Roland, vv. 2030–2031).
‘‘As soon as you are dead, it is a misfortune that I should live.’ With these words/pronoun-
cing these words, the marquis fell into a faint.’

(13) “‘Sempres murrai, mais cher me sui vendut’. / A icel mot l’at Rollant entendut” (Chanson de
Roland, vv. 2053–2054).
‘‘I am going to die soon, but I have given a good account of myself!’ On these words, Roland
heard him’. [Roland is not the author of the words reported].

Cist indicates that the syntactic subject of the host-sentence is the speaker of the
preceding discourse, cil indicates that this is not the case, and the alternation between
the demonstratives is used to link the discursive content to its source of utterance. In
the same way, the demonstrative often provides us with information about the
position of the speaker in relation to his own discourse, and in relation to the
denomination he uses to present the referent: when this denomination carries a
personal judgment on the part of the speaker, the cist series is preferred, and when the
referent is presented from an angle that is already known or consensual, the cil series
is used. In the following excerpt from the Roman de la Rose, marriage is presented by
the jealous husband (and probably by the author Jean de Meun) as a torment and a
tribulation:7

(14) “Posthumus, veuz tu fame prandre?/ Ne peuz tu pas trover a vandre / ou harz ou cordes ou
chevestres […]?/ Quel forsenerie te maine /a cest torment, a ceste paine?” (Rose v. 8705–
8714).
‘Posthumus, do you wish to take a wife? Can you not rather find ropes, cords or halters that
be for sale […]? What fury leads you to this torment, to this hardship?’

Conversely, cil is the only memorial demonstrative (Himmelmann 1996) in Old French.
In the following quotation, the speaker points out that God has never deceived in
order to guarantee the sincerity of his own words:

(15) “[…] cil Dex qui ne mentit / Voz puist garir […]” (Ami et Amile, vv. 1439–1440).
‘May God, who has never deceived, protect you.’

7 For some authors, the following example contains a complex anaphora. One of the properties of
such anaphoras is that they predicate and give rise to a new classification of the referent (Consten
2004, 34;↗30 Discourse Deixis).
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This set expression (cil Dex qui ne mentit), very frequently found in Medieval texts,
refers to shared knowledge which cannot be called into question in the Middle Ages,
and which cannot be attributed to the speaker in particular. On the contrary, it is the
consensual and already known nature of the information contained in the expanded
noun group that gives the utterance all its pragmatic value.

2.1.4 Appearance of a third neutralized paradigm

As stated earlier, a third paradigm was gradually formed in the 13th century as a result
of the phonetic evolution of the masculine plural forms cez and cels, which converge
towards a single form ces8 (Dees 1971), and as a result of the creation of a ce form for
the masculine singular, analogous to the definite article le. This new paradigm is
different from the other two in that it is always adnominal, and in that it neutralises
the semantic traits which cause the opposition between cist and cil.

It is used instead of the two previous series, as shown for example in the case of
spatio-temporal nouns:

(16) “[…] se ge estoie a ce jor d’ui en cest chastel […]” (Artu, p. 263).
‘[…] if I were on this day today in this castle […].’

(17) “La seurvint la bonne Mehauz,/ Qui a ce jor ert abbeesse” (Coinci, 4, vv. 122–123).
‘Then arrives the good Mahaut, who was an abbess at that time.’

A third form, cis, is added briefly in the late 13th century for the masculine singular
subject. The new paradigm is composed of three atonic elements (cis/ce/ces), that are
obviously similar formally and functionally to the definite determiner in French (li/le/
les).

The emergence of this third series is decisive for the history of the demonstrative
in French: it marks the beginning of morphosyntactic specialization and the semantic
weakening which gradually affects the initial series cist and cil.

2.2 Demonstratives in Middle French (14th–15th centuries)

The second stage of the evolution is marked by a combined movement of functional
specialization and semantic weakening of demonstratives. This lengthy process cul-
minates in the creation of a paradigm of determiners (which includes certain forms of
the cist series), and a paradigm of pronouns (which includes certain forms of the cil
series).

8 The cez form also neutralises the gender opposition (it is bothmasculine and feminine).
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2.2.1 Morphosyntactic specialization of paradigms

The specialization of demonstrative pronouns and determiners takes place gradually
in the 14th and 15th centuries, and is accompanied by a substantial reduction of
paradigms (with the loss of cist, cestui, cesti, cestes, cil, cel, celi). The cist form is no
longer used after the start of the 14th century, while the corresponding form, cil, is
used for another century and a half, essentially as a pronoun. The dissymmetry
between the two series stems from the formal proximity between cil and the third
person pronoun (il), which means that the fate of the two pronouns is linked together
(Marchello-Nizia 1995). When, due to the stress change in French, the il form becomes
atonic at the end of the 14th century and is replaced by lui in tonic uses, the pronoun
cil regresses and is supplanted by celui.

The processes of specialization and reduction of demonstrative determiners come
to an end between the late 15th century and the 16th century. They lead to the
emergence of a paradigm that is limited to ce(t) / (ceste) cette / ces, and that is
constructed in accordance with the dominant model of noun determiners (le/la/les,
mon/ma/mes, un/une/des). The selection of the pronoun paradigm is a slower process
that took place later (it was completed in the 17th century) and operates in accordance
with the model of the tonic personal pronoun paradigm (celui/celle/ceux/celles can be
analyzed in the same way as ce+ lui/elle/eux/elles).

This long and complex morphological reorganization of the demonstrative system
should be seen from the perspective of a broader tendency in French towards the
morphosyntactic specialization of grammatical paradigms, which also affects some
indefinite quantifiers, possessives, prepositions and adverbs.

2.2.2 Development of the suffixal particles -ci and -la

The morphological reorganization of demonstratives and the loss of certain forms
tend to introduce imbalances into the system. From the end of the 13th century, the
evolution of plural forms results in the disappearance of the pronoun cez. As the form
ceus thus became the only pronoun available for the masculine plural oblique case, it
started to be used with the locative adverbs (i)ci (> ecce hic) and la (< ecce illac),9

enabling the reintroduction of a semantic opposition between two terms (Dees 1971,
70–71):

(18) “Avez vous advisé lequel vous voulez de ceulx icy ou ce vous y voulez encores pencer?”
(Roman de Jean de Paris, p. 85).

9 The adverb ci appears in various graphic forms inmedieval manuscripts (ci, cy, ici, icy…). The adverb
la varies less in its form and themedieval spelling does not have a graphic accent.
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‘Have you decided which one you want of those here present or if you want to think some
more?’

(19) “[…] plusieurs seigneurs d’Angleterre, qui ung temps faisoient mourir leurs ennemys; après,
les enfans de ceulx la se revenchoient” (Commynes, livre 5, p. 134).
‘[…] many lords of England, who for a time killed their enemies; then, the children of the
latter avenged themselves […]’

It is not until after 1350 that adverbs are also used with the other elements of the two
paradigms. The two initial series then undergo the same evolution as the third series,
ce, which is already used with spatial adverbs in the mid–14th century. The extension
of complex forms is carried out in two stages. The adverb (i)ci is first associated with
the cist paradigm, and the adverb la to the cil paradigm, and then they combine freely
with all forms, are grammaticalized and become suffixal particles:

(20) “[…] ne chils roiaulmes chi ne vault riens sans un bon chief […]” (Jean Froissart, Chroniques,
livre 1, p. 94).
‘[…] and this kingdom is worth nothing without a good chief […].’

(21) “[…] mais nous aymons bien les Engloys a cause que les plus vaillantz seignours de ceste
pais la sont de nostre linage” (Manières de langage de 1396, p. 23).
‘[…] but we love the English well for the reason that the most valorous lords of that country
are of our lineage.’

In the 17th century, demonstrative pronouns all have suffixes, with particles remain-
ing optional for determiners.10

The importance of the stress factor in this move from simple forms to suffixed
forms has been highlighted (Marchello-Nizia 1995, 171–172). As word stress is gradu-
ally supplanted by a stress placed at the end of the group, it is the adverbial particles
that become tonic (celui-ci, cet homme-ci, etc.) [‘this one, this man’].11 It is also the
adverbial particles that recreate semantic opposition when the simple forms tend to
merge with each other.

2.2.3 Semantics of demonstratives in Middle French: from personal to spatial

In the second phase of their history, the demonstratives cist and cil gradually lose
their personal value, but continue to be opposed because of their token-reflexive

10 In his 16th century grammar, G. Gougenheim (1974, 76–77) still refers to occurrences of simple
pronominal forms. In contemporary French, the only cases in which the pronoun has no suffix are
those in which it is followed by a relative proposition (celui qui) or a complement with de.
11 This also explains why long forms (with prefixes and/or suffixes) disappear in the 15th century, as
noun groups that are doubly stressed, such as icestui chevalier, icele table can no longer bear more than
a final stress.
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value. At first closely associated with the person and sphere of the speaker, cist later
comes to connect the referent to the utterance situation. In most of the cases in which
it is used, this demonstrative has a deictic or discourse deictic value. It enables
reference to be made to the moment or place of the utterance and to all the elements
that are accessible through the context of the utterance, whether they consist of
physically present objects or persons (example 21) or discourses uttered previously
(example 22):

(22) “Monseigneur, dist Remondin, montez sus cest arbre […]” (Jean d’Arras, Mélusine, 1392,
p. 21).
‘Sire, says Raimondin, climb on to this tree […].’

(23) “Quant ceulx entendent ceste parole, si respondent […]” (Jean d’Arras, Mélusine, 1392,
p. 157).
‘When the former hear these words, they answer […].’

Cist indicates that the referent should be retrieved inside the situational context of its
utterance. Cil gives the opposite instruction, indicating that the referent should be
retrieved outside this context. It therefore tends to be reserved for anaphora, and is
used to create intra-discursive relations between discourse objects presented as being
disconnected from the scene of the utterance:

(24) “[…] et a une autre lieue de sondit hostel fust une abbaye que ses predecesseurs fondirent, et
de celle abbaye n’avoit que une autre lieue jusques a ladicte cité […]” (Antoine de la Sale,
Jean de Saintré, p. 243). ‘[…] and another league from his hostel, there was an abbey founded
by his predecessors, and there was only another league between this abbey and the said city
[…].’

In a second stage (but the first signs of this new phase can be perceived from Middle
French onwards), the differences between the two series are neutralised, and in the
end, they give no more than a very general indication to access the referent by the
context of occurrence of the demonstrative itself, with this context being either
discursive or situational. The cist series, for example, is always used to mark the
spatio-temporal coordinates of the utterance, but it may in some cases also indicate
the spatio-temporal coordinates of the narrative:12

(25) “car pour vostre desirier acomplir feray en ceste nuit en ma chambre preparer ung lit […]”
(Roman du comte d’Artois, circa 1453–1467, p. 128).
‘for to accomplish your desires, I will this night have a bed prepared in my chamber […].’

(26) “[…] et ainsy eult chascune dez deux ce qu’ellez desiroient; ceste nuit se passa et vint l’eure
que la contesse d’Artois se trouva au lieu […]” (Roman du comte d’Artois, p. 127).

12 It seems that semantic weakening first affects the cist series (Dees 1971;Wunderli 1980).
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‘[…] and so, each of the two had what she desired; the night passed, and the time came when
the Countess of Artois was in the place […]’

The two medieval series thus tend to become interchangeable, and are restricted to a
token-reflexive value that is undifferentiated, abstract and general.

This helps us to understand why they are increasingly associated with two spatial
adverbs (i)ci and la during this period. The study by Perret (1988), taken up later by De
Mulder/Guillot/Mortelmans (2011), establishes a link between the indexical meaning
of the two adverbs and the semantic value gradually acquired by cist and cil in Middle
French. As the semantic opposition between (i)ci et la is primarily founded, like that
of the simple forms undergoing evolution, on the anchoring of the identification
process either inside or outside the utterance context, their semantic values are
combined and reinforce each other. The addition of adverbs to the simple forms
supports and encourages their evolution.

The adverb (i)ci always designates “the place where its own occurrence is
pronounced” (Perret 1988, 66). This place is firstly defined in relation to the situation
the speaker is in at the moment when he speaks to the addressee, and then it
gradually shifts towards the context of occurrence of the adverb (i)ci itself.

In the vast majority of utterances, the referent of cist/cil (N)-ci is present in
the utterance situation and the value of the demonstrative expression is clearly
deictic:

(27) “‘Beaus hostes, en ceste ville a il nul gentil homme ou bourgois de la forme de cest grant
escuier cy?’ et lui monstra un de ses gens” (Antoine de la Sale, Jean de Saintré, p. 290). ‘Dear
host, is there in this town a gentleman or a burgher of the same kind as this great squire
here” and he showed him a man of his company.’

It may also be that the NP refers to the discursive context that contains its own
occurrence:

(28) “Doulx Souvenir, chierement je vous pry,/ Escrivez tost ceste balade cy […]” (Charles
d’Orléans, Ballades, p. 34, vv. 34s.)
‘Gentle memory, I beg you instantly, write quickly this ballad […].’

The adverb la of course has the opposite value, and indicates a place that is necessa-
rily distinct from its occurrence in the utterance scene. It is preferentially used as an
anaphora (example 29) and is used to specify the moments and places of the narrative
(example 30):

(29) “Mais je vous demande de celles qui riens ne vous sont.”
“De celles la, dist il, sur ma foy, ma dame, je n’en ayme nulle.” (Antoine de la Sale, Jean de
Saintré, p. 9)
B̒ut I ask you about those who are nothing to you.’
‘Among those, he said, ‘Myword, Madam, I do not like any of them.’
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(30) “[…] et sçavoit bien que a celle heure la il se combatoient” (Jean Froissart, Chroniques,
p. 890).
‘[…] and [he] knew well that at that time they were fighting’

The locative adverbs (i)ci and la are gradually becoming fixed on simple forms.
They lose their autonomy, are transformed into grammaticalized suffixal particles

and give rise to the discontinuous demonstrative of contemporary French (celui-ci/là,
ce N-ci/là). At the same time, the two variants ci and ici are specialized, with ci as an
adverbial particle, and ici as a full adverb (the reason for the extension of the ici form,
prefixed with i-, is unclear, Foulet 1954, 437).13

2.3 Demonstratives in contemporary French: from spatial to
neutral forms

Between the end of the Middle Ages and the modern period, the changes initiated in
the earlier periods come to an end. The semantic weakening goes one step further,
which means that the current system is essentially based on a few semantically
neutral demonstratives.

2.3.1 End of morphological evolution

Since the 17th century, a distinction has been drawn in French between the series of
demonstrative determiners (ce/cette/ces N) and the pronoun series (celui/celle/ceux/
celles). Morphological evolution has also introduced a new dissymmetry into the
system, as the pronominal forms are always followed by a modifier (celui-ci/qui/de),
whereas the adnominal forms can be used on their own (ce N).

Several neutral forms have also been added to the system. The tonic pronoun ce/
c’ of Old French has been gradually supplemented from Middle French onwards by
the composite forms ceci and cela and then by the pronoun ça, which is particularly
frequent in present-day oral French.14

There is consensus among scholars that the demonstrative determiner is gener-
ally used without a suffixal particle in contemporary French. It is restricted to a single
form ce which does not vary either in gender or number, and neutralizes all forms of
semantic contrast. Always accompanied by a modifier, the demonstrative pronoun is
in a different but comparable situation. Particularly in oral use, the suffix -là very

13 The adverbial form ci is no longer used in contemporary French, except in set expressions: ci-joint,
ci-dessus, etc.
14 In his grammar of classical French, Fournier (1998, 201) states that the neutral pronoun ça is
already used in the 17th century (familiar variant of cela).
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clearly dominates pronominal uses and is only rarely opposed to -ci (some see this as
the unmarked form of the pronoun). The neutral pronoun has the same dissymmetry,
with the form ceci seeming to be relatively rare. The current system of demonstratives,
pronouns and determiners is therefore no longer organized around a paradigmatic
and semantic opposition between two sets of forms. In this case, French is different
from the other Romance Languages and many other world languages (Diessel 1999;
Haase 2001, 762).

2.3.2 Continuation of semantic weakening

As the morphological reorganization ultimately led to the simplification of paradigms
and the expansion of some predominant forms, the semantic content of the determi-
ners and demonstrative pronouns has been considerably eroded.

2.3.2.1 Demonstrative determiner

Formally limited to the component ce/cette/ces, the demonstrative determiner in
contemporary French has only retained a token-reflexive value: “an instructional
sense which means that the referent must be found thanks to elements that are spatio-
temporally related to the occurrence of the demonstrative” (Kleiber 1994a, 85). Its
descriptive value, which gives indications about the referent targeted, is now extre-
mely poor. It has been reduced losing two usages. Firstly, the referent of the demon-
strative can no longer be the speaker. One can no longer say in contemporary French,
talking about oneself, “*Cet homme a soif” (‘This man is thirsty’). Secondly, the
demonstrative always refers to an entity that is not classified or that is envisioned as
such (Kleiber 1990; De Mulder 1997). It is therefore necessary to analyze the demon-
strative noun group ce N as a classificatory attributive structure equivalent to Ce + est
+ un/du N thus enabling the inclusion of an element in a denotative class into which it
was not previously included.

The head noun of the NP plays a key role in the process of referential retrieval, as
this process is based on the constraint that the referent may be considered as a N.

Even though the demonstrative has been impoverished and has lost its initial
personal value, its classifying function at the same time means that in contemporary
French, it can still characterize the referent by means of an N. In some cases, the
choice of this N and its expansions may seem to be more or less called for by the
speaker. Several examples have already been noted in the literature, particularly
when the demonstrative determines a proper noun:

(31) “Ce salaud de Victor! Il m’a encore bu tout le whisky!”
‘That bastard Victor! He’s drunk all my whisky again!’
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In utterances of this type, which include an exclamation mark and a preposed
evaluative or emotive adjective or noun (pauvre, bon, sacré, brave, cher, etc.) [‘poor,
good, holy, brave, dear’], it may be considered that the proper noun is sufficient for
referential identification and that the demonstrative indicates “the responsibility of
the speaker in the qualification attributed” (Kleiber 1994a, 83). This could be why the
demonstrative continues in contemporary French to have “emotional” and “em-
pathic” uses that are carried over from medieval personal values, and signify the
emotional engagement of the speaker (Lakoff 1974).

In most cases however, the demonstrative in contemporary French seems to have
a very neutral value, to such an extent that the demonstrative determiner has some-
times been compared to the definite article (Harris 1977; 1980). It may legitimately be
asked whether the evolution of ce is not comparable to that undergone by ille between
Latin and the beginnings of French. This thesis could be supported by the fact that
French often uses the demonstrative where other languages use the definite article
(see in particular Vanderbauwhede 2012 for Dutch).

De Mulder/Carlier (2006) show that one of the occurrence contexts that play a key
role in the possible transition from the determiner to the definite article is its memorial
use:15

(32) “J’aime ces longs cigares italiens que fume Clint Eastwood dans les westerns spaghetti.”
‘I like those long Italian cigars that Clint Eastwood smokes in spaghetti Westerns.’

In this specific context, the demonstrative is used to refer to an object that is not
accessible solely via its occurrence context (Clint Eastwood is not present in the
utterance situation and has not previously been mentioned in the discourse). The
expression ces longs cigares italiens refers to a particular type of cigar whose identifi-
cation is based on the information given in the relative clause. This information and
the referent itself are presented as already being familiar to the addressee and the role
of the demonstrative is to activate shared knowledge.16 The definite article is also
characterized by the fact that it links the identification of the referent to a conceptual
framework, in other words to the shared general knowledge, in relation to which the
definiteness of the referent is established. The function of the two designators then
seems to be very close, and it is all the more understandable that it is possible to move
gradually from one to the other. It is however very probable that, as De Mulder and
Carlier suggest, the presence of the definite article prevents the deictic weakening of
the demonstrative from being completed (the situation of contemporary French is thus
clearly different from that of Latin).

15 One strong argument to support this hypothesis comes from the fact that articles generally derive
from the distal form of the demonstrative, which is precisely the form used in amemorial context.
16 In this case the demonstrative has an identical value to that observed in utterance (15) (cil Dex qui
ne mentit).
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2.3.2.2 Demonstrative pronoun

As indicated earlier, the demonstrative pronoun has a complex form that can schema-
tically be described as follows: pronominal element (which itself can be split into the
deictic part, “ce-”, and the pronominal part “-lui”) + suffixal particle (ci/là). The
semantic value of the pronoun is thus partly dependent on that of the two final
particles. It may be assumed that the latter also closely follows the semantics of the
corresponding adverbial forms (ici and là).

The studies that focus on what celui-ci and celui-là ‘this one, that one’ have in
common, and draw a distinction between the demonstrative and the other pronouns,
particularly the personal pronoun, have proposed diverging interpretations. Here, we
will only consider the analysis of Kleiber (1994b;↗20 Referentiality), also taken up by
De Mulder (1998). In its two variants, the demonstrative pronoun is a “form that is
both anaphoric, through the component -lui- that requires the retrieval of a manifest
class, and deictic, because of the demonstrative value of the expression in its totality”
(De Mulder 1998, 97). The interpretation of the demonstrative is based on the fact that
the referent to be retrieved is necessarily inside a class that has been made salient by
the communication situation (example 33) or by the discursive context (exam-
ple 34):17

(33) (In front of a bookstand, a customer may say to the bookseller)
“Donnez-moi celui-ci!”
‘Give me this one!’

(34) “Paul se rendit chez le directeur. Celui-ci refusa de le recevoir.”
‘Paul went to the manager’s office. The latter refused to see him.’

In the first example, the presence of the book on the stand enables the use of the
masculine pronoun. In the second example, it is the previous mention of the referent
that makes the pronominal repetition possible.

This trait brings the demonstrative pronoun close to the third person personal
pronoun (corresponding to its component -lui-). The element that opposes them is
related to the deictic nature of celui-ci/là. With the personal pronoun, it is both the
referential class and the referent itself that must be salient at the moment of utterance.
In the case of the demonstrative, only the first condition must be met, and the referent
may be (and often is) new or unexpected at the moment at which one speaks: in
example (33), the pronoun joins forces with the ostensible gesture to focus the atten-
tion of the vendor to a specific book (↗29 Gesture); in example (34), the pronoun
confers on the character who has just been introduced the status of a new topic (which
is marked by the change in syntactic subject).

17 This property explains the contrast effect often associated with the demonstrative: the referent is
selected by opposition to the othermembers of the class.
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The difference between celui-ci and celui-là stems from the deictic process where-
by the referential identification is carried out in the two cases. This process depends
on the meaning of the suffixal particles -ci and ‑là, and thus of the semantic value of
the adverbs ici and là. This value is still controversial in Contemporary French, and
has changed significantly since Middle French. The most emblematic element of its
evolution is the possibility acquired by là to refer to the utterance situation (Je suis là
‘I am here’). This use of là partly explains the considerable advance made by là at the
expense of ici in Contemporary French. Some researchers analyze the two adverbs as
marking proximity, but the proximity is “vaguer” for là, or like a dissymmetrical pair
constituted by a marked form (ici) and an unmarked form (là). Still others (Kleiber
1995) consider that là has lost its deictic component and has become an anaphoric
marker which is no longer opposed to ici.18

The semantic evolution of the two adverbs has led to the emergence of a third
form, là-bas, which is added to the series of locative adverbs in French. This third
element, whose meaning remains compositional until the 1800s (“in a given place
which is lower than the speaker”, Smith 1995, 47), acquires its modern value and
becomes more frequent in the 19th century. This change seems to be concomitant with
the evolution of là, which then encroaches on the uses of ici, and at the same time
develops “phatic” uses (as a mark of hesitation or cooperation used by the addresses
in the oral conversation).

The second consequence of the evolution of ici and là is the semantic mutation of
suffixal particles and of the corresponding complex forms (celui-ci/là, ceci/cela, voici/
voilà). The analysis of the celui-ci/celui-là pair by De Mulder (1998) suggests a link
with the previous state of the system. His thesis is that celui-ci requires the use only of
the context of occurrence of the demonstrative to arrive at the referent, whether the
referent is present in the utterance situation (as in 34) or whether it is mentioned in
the close discursive entourage (example 35):

(35) “Par un après-midi pareil à celui-ci.”19

‘One afternoon like this one.’

(36) “Paul se rendit chez le directeur. Celui-ci refusa de le recevoir.”
‘Paul went to the manager’s office. The latter refused to see him.’

In the case of celui-là, however, the referent is associated to information which cannot
be deduced solely from the context of the demonstrative occurrence. This does not
prevent celui-là from having deictic or anaphoric uses that are sometimes quite close

18 “[…] là is an anaphoric adverb, which is only used in connection with a situation that has already
activated the notion of place, either to refer to an explicit or implicit place that is already salient, or to
introduce a new place” (Kleiber 1995, 25).
19 In this example, the referential class of afternoons is made salient by the discursive context, but it
is the communication situation that fixes the referent of the demonstrative pronoun.
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to celui-ci, but is distinguished from it by the fact that only it “enables the linking of
the referent to earlier representations” (De Mulder 1998, 123). In utterance (37), celui-
là is used instead of celui-ci if one already has in mind that one needs a screwdriver:

(37) “Ah benmais, prends celui-là.”20

‘Well then, take that one.’

Whether one opts for this analysis of the celui-ci/celui-là pair or another, the fact
remains that celui-ci has become very marginal, and that – in oral use particularly –
the demonstrative pronoun is usually limited to celui-là.

4 Conclusions

On the completion of an evolution that affects the whole of the system, leading to the
weakening of simple forms and the emergence of complex forms, the semantic value
of demonstratives has been significantly transformed in French. While the complex
forms newly incorporated in the system do indeed reintroduce a semantic contrast
between two opposed terms, and while this contrast is established in continuity with
other parts of the system (the series of locative adverbs), it no longer really reproduces
the set of earlier oppositions.

This evolution also results in an imbalance, as the current system is essentially
reduced to a few predominant forms (ce N, celui-là, cela/ça, voilà).

We have tried to set out in detail the successive phases of the various changes. We
have suggested that this should be seen as a process of gradual weakening, marked
first by a transition from the three-term system of Latin to the two-term system of Old
French, now centered on the speaker. The system then moves towards a spatial
system in Middle French, giving rise in Contemporary French to a particularly hybrid
system, in which the efficiency of semantic oppositions seems to be weakened, and in
which the “deictic force” of the demonstrative has also been diminished.
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